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Motivation 
• The Magellanic Clouds are rich laboratories of 

astrophysical phenomena 
• Their structure and stellar populations allow us to 

explore their evolution and history of interaction 
• The DES will allow us to map Magellanic structure 

over a huge area, tens of degrees away from the 
galaxy centers 

• We wish to build on the DES by adding imaging of 
areas that are of great interest for Magellanic 
Cloud structure 

• This survey will be of great value to the stellar 
populations community 



Magellanic Cloud Surveys 

C. Smith and S. Points 

MCELS 

Kim et al. (1998); Staveley-Smith et al. (2003) 

ATCA+Parkes 21-cm map  

Meixner et al. (2006); courtesy of K. Gordon 

Spitzer SAGE 

3.6, 4.5, and 24 mm 

van der Marel (2001) 

2MASS+DENI
S 
photometry 

AGB 
and 
RGB 
stars 

• MCPS (UBVI) 
• DENIS (IJK) 
• 2MASS (JHKs) 
• SAGE (IRAC+MIPS) 
• HI 21cm (ATCA, Parkes) 
• CO (NANTEN) 
• OGLE, OGLE-II, OGLE-III (BVI) 
• MACHO (BR) 
• SuperMACHO (V+R) 
• VMC (YJKs) 
• Various optical spectroscopic surveys 
 

MCPS 

Zaritsky et al. (2000) 

Gordon et al. (2011) 

Spitzer 160 mm 



The Larger Scale Environment 

Nidever et al. (2010)  



Example results from surveys 

For Type Ia SN, assuming: 

•Perpendicular dust sheet at z=150 pc 

•Vmax = Vmax,1987A - 3.5 mag 

  At 500 yr, SV = 22.5 mag arcsec-2, r = 
0.29 (250 pc) 

  At 1000 yr, SV = 24 mag arcsec-2, r=0.5 
(420 pc) 

Supernova light echoes! 



Light Echoes from “Ancient” SNe in the 
LMC 

• Four distinct light 
echo groups 
besides SN1987A 

• Surface brightness 
between 22.5 and 
24 mag arcsec-2 in 
“VR” 

• Apparent proper 
motion between 
0.7c and 1.8c 

Rest et. al. (2006) 

LE3 

LE2 

LE1 

1987A 



Population gradients 

From I. Meschin PhD thesis, in prep. 
 
- Two main events of SF at 8-12 Gyr 
  and 2-5 Gyr ago, at all radii 
- depressed SF between 5 and 8 Gyr 
- the ratio young/old decreases with radius 
- the mean metallicity decreases with radius 

7.8° 

4.2° 

6.3° 

Thanks to Matteo Minelli and Alistair Walker for this slide 



The LMC’s Geometry 

2MASS + DENIS color-magnitude diagram 

van der Marel & Cioni (2001) 

Deprojected stellar density distribution 

i=34.7 ± 6.2      Q=122.5 ± 8.3 

van der Marel (2001) 



The SMC’s Geometry 

Caldwell & Coulson (1986) 

• Individual SMC 
Cepheids 

• End-to-end 
depth of ~20 
kpc 



Structure at large radius 

Image credit: S. Janowiecki and the Galactic All Sky 
Survey (McClure-Griffiths et al. 2009) 

Pointed CTIO Mosaic-2 
observations: 
• Magellanic Bridge (Harris 

2007) 
• Carina (Muñoz et al. 

2006) 
• SMC periphery (Nidever 

et al. 2011) 
• Outer Limits (Saha et al. 

2010) 



The Periphery of the SMC 

The Ast r ophysical Jour nal Let t er s, 733:L10 (6pp), 2011 May 20 Nidever et al .

Figure 3. SMC radial density profile. (a) Giant star counts from our MAPS fields as a function of radial distance from the Mateo (1998) SMC center. Color indicates
the position angle (P.A.) of the fields (east of north; P.A. = 116◦ is toward the LMC) and lines connect the fields of the four “radial spokes” (for the inner three fields).
The best-fit exponential profile (to the R < 7◦ fields) with hr = 0.◦ 8 is shown by the dashed line. The dotted line indicates the median foreground level. Large offsets
in the star counts are apparent and indicate that the center used is not appropriate for the SMC periphery. (b) Giant star counts as a function of major axis radius for
our best-fit elliptical exponential model. This profile is a much better fit to all of the data than the model in (a). A “break” population at R > 7.◦ 5 is apparent. The
estimated foreground contamination levels for each field are shown as open squares.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 4. Stellar surface density of the SMC. The central colored image shows
the RGB star counts from OGLE-III and MCPS. Contours show our best-fit
model to the SMC RGB star counts in MAPS fields and are drawn at even
intervals in log density (starting at 33 giants deg− 2 and increasing with an
interval of 0.08 in log density). Squares show MAPS fields constraining the
model fit. The optical center (black cross), H i dynamical center (Stanimirović
et al. 2004, blue cross), and model center (red cross) are indicated.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

What is the nature of the break population that apparently
dominates over 7.5◦ R 10.◦ 6 and is fairly azimuthally
symmetric for at least 270◦ ? The two main possibilities are

(1) a tidal tail or debris, or (2) a “classical” bound stellar halo
as exists around the MW and M31 (e.g., Guhathakurta et al.
2005). The MCs had a recent close encounter (∼200 Myr
ago), which no doubt had a profound impact on the SMC.
The LMC very likely stripped H i gas from the SMC to
form the Magellanic Bridge, and possibly also puffed-up the
stellar distribution on the northeastern side of the SMC. It is
possible that this encounter also created a stellar tidal stream.
Extratidal stars energy-sort into the well-known double-tidal
tail shape only outside a few tidal radii and at smaller radii
can appear fairly azimuthally symmetric (Muñoz et al. 2008).
Since the tidal radius of the SMC is 4–9 kpc (Stanimirović
et al. 2004), the break population is within ∼2 tidal radii; it is,
therefore, difficult to distinguish a bound classical halo from
extratidal stars in this regime. An analysis of the kinematics and
velocity dispersion of these stars as well as further photometric
mapping at more P.A.s and larger radii might help elucidate
their true nature (i.e., bound versus unbound). Either way, these
stars can be thought of as a newfound “halo” component of
the SMC.

De Propris et al. (2010) claim that the edge of the SMC
is at a radius of ∼6 kpc on the eastern side because they
detected only five spectroscopically confirmed SMC giants in
an eastern field at R ∼ 5 kpc. We have a field ∼1.◦ 6 away (but
at a similar radius) from theirs and find 57 giant candidates
with our Washington + DDO51 selection method (M 21.0).
When we also use the De Propris et al. 2MASS selection criteria
(13 < Ks< 14, 0.5 < J− Ks < 1.5), this reduces the number of
giants to five in agreement with the De Propris et al. result. The
difference in detected giants between the two techniques is due
to the shallowness of the De Propris et al. selection, which is
limited to M ∼ 17 at the color of the SMC RGB (M− T2 ∼
1.7). As can be seen in the R = 6.◦ 2 panel of Figure 2, this
selection only samples the very tip of the SMC RGB whereas
our selection goes four magnitudes fainter and is more sensitive

5

Nidever et al. (2011) RGB stars as tracers 



The Extended Disk of the LMC 

Saha et al. (2010) 

MSTO stars as tracers 



The Proper Motion of the LMC 

Kallivayalil et al. (2006) Piatek, Pryor, & Olszewski (2008) Besla et al. (2007) 

The Magellanic Clouds on first infall…? 
…but note alternative scenarios (Diaz & Bekki 2011) 



vsys 

vt 

The Effect of the LMC’s large angular 
extent on understanding kinematics 

van der Marel et al. (2002) 



RSGs only All stars 

A 5000-star LMC kinematic sample 

Fitting for vsys, di/dt, , v0, r0 =5h27m36s  =-69 ˚52´ 12´´ i=34.˚7 

Olsen et al. (2011) 



An Accreted SMC population in the LMC 

• Accreted population comprises ~5% of LMC stars 
• Accreted stars share kinematic signature of HI streamers 
• 30 Doradus as accretion-induced star-forming event? 



A Formation Model for the Magellanic System 

Besla et al. (2011) 

• Model of the LMC/SMC 
interaction only (no Milky 
Way) 

• Magellanic Stream forms in 
close LMC/SMC passage 
~1.2 Gyr ago 

• SMC shredded, LMC left 
relatively undisturbed 

• Model forced compact SMC 
stellar distribution, no stars 
in Stream 

• Discovery of SMC stars in 
LMC means that there must 
be stars in the Stream if 
scenario correct 

• Possible measurement of 
Galactic halo gas density? 
 



Magellanic Structure with DES 

• DES fills in a large area 
of sky currently 
probed to ~1% fill 
factor 

• Magellanic Cloud 
populations detected 
already within DES 
survey area 

McClure-Griffiths et al. (2009) 



Finding MC structure in DES 

TRILEGAL (Girardi et al.) simulation 



Proposing an extension to the DES 

• Survey an area spanning a few 
hundred to ~1800 sq. deg. 

• 10% - 100% fill factor 
• gri filters at minimum 
• z,u desirable additions 
• DES survey strategy over 

sparse part of the coverage 
• Adjust the strategy and filters 

when observing the main 
Cloud bodies, include transient 
detection 

• Possible set-up of exposures to 
detect RR Lyrae 

• 30-50 night Survey over 3-5 
years 

• Possibility of collaboration with 
DES? 
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